A fast and automatic segmentation method of MR brain images based on genetic fuzzy clustering algorithm.
Image segmentation is the key step for quantitative analysis of brain tissues (white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid). Based on genetic algorithm and fuzzy C-means (FCM) approach, a fast and fully automatic segmentation method of brain tissues named genetic fuzzy clustering algorithm is introduced in this paper. The method operates slice by slice based on three main steps: The non-brain tissues are removed from the original head MR images at first using an auto-threshold method; then the initial cluster centers of FCM are determined by genetic algorithm; and finally brain tissues are segmented into white matter, grey matter and cerebrospinal fluid by FCM via only one iteration computation. The experiment results have shown that the segmentation method proposed by this paper has faster speed and higher accuracy compared with fast fuzzy c-means algorithm which is commonly used in segmentation of brain tissues.